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Robotic warehouse management is a promising field of research with a high practical applicabil-
ity. Typically, warehouses are strictly organized and controlled environments with a high potential

for rapid robot deployments. To provide system robustness every robotic deployment should be

tested in advance using simulations. Such virtual testing environment should correspond well with
a real world warehouse environment and be consistent with international and national standards.

In this paper, we present a warehouse Gazebo simulation that was constructed in accordance
with Government Standards of Russian Federation and international standards. We implemented

a simplified Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) transmitter-receiver mechanism within the

Gazebo simulator and tested it in a virtual warehouse environment using a heterogeneous team of
TIAGo Base mobile robot and PX4-based UAV. Our constructed virtual warehouse environment

and RFID mechanism models are open-source for academic community use.

1. Introduction

Modern warehouse automation technologies promise to completely change methods of ware-

house management. Automatic goods storage and order collection increase warehouse ef-

ficiency and safety. Robotics is essential for the vast majority of warehouse automation

approaches: robots could be used for cargo transfer, goods inventory, safety management,

and other tasks. In the observable future, robotics will continue increasing its role in order

to resolve typical issues in warehouse management.1 One of warehouse management tasks,

which has high efficiency of robotic deployment, is goods inventory. An enterprise warehouse

inventory requires a significant amount of resources since usually such warehouses occupy

large areas, which are populated with racks of 10 or more meters height and store thousands

of goods.2 In addition to supreme time consumption, an inventory task has a high risk of

injury for human staff, e.g., due to a necessity of climbing folding stairs in order to reach a

majority of racks’ shelves. In such conditions, autonomous robots allow performing inven-

tory faster, more often and more accurately than human workers could while simultaneously

increasing warehouse staff safety.

To guarantee a robotic system robustness the system should be thoroughly tested prior

to its deployment. The first stages of development and testing could be performed in simula-

tions as they provide a resource-saving way of new hardware and software evaluation. While

there is a broad variety of 3D simulators for robotic research, recently the Gazebo3 became

one of the most popular simulators due to its seamless integration with the Robot Operat-

ing System (ROS) framework. It has strong integration with multiple modern robots, their

3D models and built-in navigation features.4–6 The Gazebo has a number of built-in de-
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fault environments and basic mechanisms to construct new environments.7 Moreover, some

user-created open-source packages significantly increase the power of new environment con-

struction, which allows to automate the process and integrate various constraints into the

environment.3 Even though the last versions of Gazebo include various sensors that could

be directly used within virtual environments, it does not provide a Radio Frequency IDenti-

fication (RFID) sensor (reader or receiver) and RFID tags (transmitters) built-in software.

This paper presents a virtual warehouse Gazebo simulation and RFID transmitter-

receiver mechanism implementation in Gazebo. The virtual warehouse was constructed in

accordance with Government Standards of the Russian Federation and international stan-

dards.8,9 A simplified RFID mechanism implementation includes virtual RFID sensors and

virtual RFID tags that communicate using our built-in software. The mechanism was tested

in a virtual warehouse environment using a heterogeneous team of a TIAGo Base10 un-

manned ground vehicle (UGV) and a PX4-based unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to related work on

robotic warehouse management. Section 3 describes warehouse and RFID device require-

ments. Section 4 presents virtual warehouse and virtual RFID mechanism implementation.

Section 5 demonstrates virtual experiments. Conclusions appear in the last section.

2. Related Work

Various visual and non-visual markers (tags) are used to automate inventory processes.

These tags label warehouse infrastructure, including mobile carts, racks, individual shelves,

items, and goods. Commonly, RFID tags11, barcodes, QR-codes12, or fiducial markers13

could be used. In11,14 authors discussed a system for inventory tasks automation based on

RFID technology. A UAV was equipped with an RFID reader to read RFID tags that were

attached to warehouse goods. Such labeling improves an inventory process in terms of time

and precision and does not pose limitations on visibility conditions within a warehouse for

tags’ recognition. An improved version of RFID, called RFly, was developed and successfully

deployed on Parrot Bebop UAV15. However, the Gazebo simulator has no built-in RFID

reader and tag implementation, which is not trivial due to its non-visual approach.

In16 the authors discussed high-level design considerations and implementation chal-

lenges of a multi-UAV17 system equipped with RFID readers, which should aid in ware-

house inventory automation. However, robust indoor UAV navigation is still a major issue18.

Therefore, researchers tend to use manual flight control and to split a flight controller and

an RFID reader in order to simplify their software19.

Another approach to an indoor navigation for an autonomous warehouse inventory ap-

plies a mobile UGV as a moving platform with a robust sensor perception and navigation.1,20

It serves as a carrying platform and a ground reference for an indoor flight of a UAV, which

is used as a mobile scanner (reader) with six degrees of freedom. The UGV (with the UAV

on its top) navigates among rows of racks. The UGV stops near each rack and the UAV

takes off to fly vertically to scan goods in the rack. Since the UGV is used as a navigation

reference point, the UAV adjusts its localization continuously without getting lost.

While most of the above-mentioned authors validated their approaches in artificial small-

size laboratory environments, these approaches do require in-depth testing in large-size envi-

ronments before actual deployment into a real commercial warehouse environment. However,

to the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive RFID-based warehouse simulation exists

at this moment. Therefore, to perform a meaningful evaluation of warehouse inventory ap-

proaches, a valid virtual environment with a proper RFID mechanism interaction, robot

locomotion and standardized proportions of a typical real-world setup is required.
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3. Warehouse environment requirements

3.1. Virtual warehouse setup

Virtual environments are fast to build and do not require much resources to create. In

our project warehouse environments were constructed in accordance with Government

Standards of Russian Federation (GOST) №16140-778 and GOST R №55525-20139. These

standards are obligatory for all warehouses in the Russian Federation. The following prop-

erties are defined for warehouses by GOSTs and international practices:

• The minimum distance between a warehouse wall and any rack is 0.7m. This is enough for

a person to pass along any wall of the warehouse in accordance with GOST №16140-77.

• The width of a corridor between racks is between 2.5 and 3.7m. This width allows a

forklift to turn at 90 degrees in accordance with GOST R №55525-2013. An example of

a corridor is shown in Fig. 1.

• Warehouse goods are placed on standardized euro-pallets. Such goods’ storage is widely

accepted around the world.

Fig. 1: Warehouse corridor example complied with GOST requirements. The image is bor-

rowed from promstellage.ru.

3.2. RFID system

A Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is a method for automatic identification of objects.

It distinguishes objects using radio transponders, commonly, RFID tags. Data stored in an

RFID tag could be read by an RFID reader at a distance within a certain range. An RFID

tag consists of a chip and an antenna. When an RFID tag is within an RFID reader range, it

transmits data that are stored in the tag. Next, the RFID reader transmits the received data

to a server. A standard RFID system includes a tag, a reader, an antenna, and a software.

An RFID reader is an essential element of an RFID system. It emits radio waves that

activate RFID tags. Activated RFID tag emits radio waves with data, which are stored in

the tag. An RFID reader detects tag response radio waves and processes the data, which

allows to identify the detected RFID tag uniquely. RFID readers that are used in warehouses

could be stationary or mobile. Stationary RFID readers are mounted on walls, doors, and

other static objects and have a long range for RFID tags reading. Most often, they are used

in large enterprises with high traffic of goods. Mobile RFID readers are used as portable

devices that are powered from batteries and have a small weight (from 80 g.). They have

built-in antennas and a connector for installing an additional antenna, while their reading
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range is much shorter relatively to a stationary RFID reader range. An additional RFID

antenna increases a range of an RFID reader in a particular direction and thus they could

be effectively used when a direction toward an RFID tag is known.

RFID tags are divided by a type of power supply into passive (without a power supply),

active, and semi-passive (the latter two are both with their own power supply). A read-

ing range depends on a power consumption level and a tag’s operating frequency. Higher

frequency and higher power consumption imply a longer tag reading range. Commonly,

RFID tags operating frequencies are divided into a low frequency (LF, 125-134 kHz), a

high frequency (HF, 13.56 MHz), and an ultra-high frequency (UHF, 860-960 MHz). Their

approximate reading ranges are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Correspondence between a frequency and a passive reading range.21

Type Frequency Reading range

Low frequency (LF) 125 - 134 kHz Up to 10 cm

High frequency (HF) 1.75 - 13.56 MHz Up to 20 cm
Ultra high frequency (UHF) 860 – 960 MHz Up to 300 cm

A UAV-attached RFID reader for a warehouse should display the following properties:

• A low weight. A typical UAV has a limited payload of up to about 1 kg.

• A UHF operating frequency. This maximizes a reading range.

• An integrated own battery. This allows easy integration into a UAV system.

• ROS integration.22 This is desirable for seamless software integration into a UAV control

system (MAVLink, ROS, etc.).

For example, ThingMagic USB Pro RFID Reader23 meets all of the above requirements: it

weights 160 g, has a built-in battery, supports a UHF frequency and external antennas. The

external antennas increase reading range up to 10 meters. Self-adhesive UHF tags could be

used as RFID tags since they have a rather low cost of approximately $0.86 per unit. This

RFID reader was used as a reference during a receiver modeling in the Gazebo simulator.

4. Virtual Experiments

4.1. Warehouse modelling

We constructed a virtual warehouse environment that fulfills all the requirements of modern

standards, which were presented in Section 3.1. It is designed to be reusable, therefore, all

created 3D models are modular, universal and their locations within the virtual warehouse

are easy to adjust.

4.2. RFID system simulation

The RFID system is implemented in the Gazebo simulator using a wireless receiver and

wireless transmitter primitives. A wireless receiver is used as an RFID reader, and a wireless

transmitter serves as an RFID tag. When the transmitter is within the receiver range, the

receiver gets data that are stored in the transmitter. Basic data that are stored by the

transmitter are a unique identifier (Name or ID), a transmitter operating frequency and a

signal level. The signal level is calculated based on Okumura–Hata model.24 To preserve the

model simplicity, we modeled the RFID reader appearance as a red cube of the corresponding

to the ThingMagic USB Pro RFID Reader weight and attached it to a UAV bottom (see
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Fig. 2: A block of a warehouse model in the Gazebo simulator (left) with goods placed on

racks. Each good has a unique RFID tag (right).

Fig. 4). The receiver continuously monitors environment for transmitters. If the transmitter

and the receiver frequency correspond and they are within each others’ range, the receiver

obtains data stored by the transmitter. RFID tag visual representation is shown in Fig. 2.

4.3. Mobile robots

TIAGo Base is a mobile robot developed by PAL-Robotics. It is designed to have simultane-

ously a minimum footprint and a maximum payload. It is equipped with a laser range finder

(LRF), inertial measurement unit (IMU) and ultrasonic sensors. The robot is integrated into

the ROS framework and uses the ROS navigation stack for localization, path planning, and

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).25 The manufacturer also provides ROS

packages for fully operational simulations with the TIAGo Base robot. Packages include

CAD models (the robot model is shown in Fig. 3) and identical ROS packages for extensive

testing in virtual environments.26

Fig. 3: The TIAGo Base mobile robot (left) and its model in the Gazebo simulator (right).

We used a UAV that is based on PX4 and PIXHAWK technologies. PX427 is open-

source hardware for unmanned aerial vehicles control. PX4 software provides a flexible and

unified set of tools for UAV developers and such unification significantly speeds up software

development and decreases maintenance costs. PIXHAWK is an open hardware project

used for constructing UAVs for academic and developer purposes.28 It seamlessly supports

PX4 software and has high extensibility. The PX4-based UAV of Laboratory of Intelligent

Robotic Systems (LIRS) at Kazan Federal University, its developed 3D-model and its joint

formation with TIAGo Base are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4: The PX4-LIRS UAV (left) and its model in the Gazebo simulator with the RFID

reader (middle). The RFID reader is highlighted with the blue rectangle. The TIAGo Base

UGV with the ArUco tag 16h3 ID-198 on its top and the PX4-LIRS UAV (right).

4.4. Virtual experiments setup

All experiments were conducted in the virtual warehouse that was described in Section 4.1,

with TIAGo Base UGV and PX4-LIRS UAV. Before the experiments, we constructed a map

of the virtual environment using TIAGo Base robot with gmapping ROS package mapping

algorithm.29 The resulting map is shown in Fig. 5a. The robot localizes within the map

during experiments using AMCL30 method, which is encapsulated in amcl ROS package. It

initially assumes a uniform probability of the robot location within the map as it is shown

in Fig. 5b. This probability gradually converges to a particular position as the robot moves

through the environment and localizes itself (the resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 5c).

(a) The warehouse model map
constructed by the TIAGo Base
UGV with gmapping algorithm.

(b) The initial AMCL filter par-
ticles distribution in RViZ simu-
lator.

(c) The AMCL filter particles
distribution during the robot
movement.

Fig. 5: The constructed map and UGV localization process during navigation in the devel-

oped environment.

The TIAGo Base serves as a carrier that moves the PX4-LIRS UAV between racks inside

the warehouse. The UAV has a mounted PX4FLOW31 optical flow camera with 752x480

pixels resolution, which faces downwards. Using this camera the UAV tracks the TIAGo

Base in order to precisely land on the UGV’s top. The tracking is performed using an

ArUco marker,32 which is placed on the top flat surface of the TIAGo Base (shown in Fig.

4, on the right). Among thousands of available marker options, ArUco marker of 16h3 type

was selected due to its validated resistance to rotations.13

4.5. Virtual experiments workflow

At the start of virtual experiments, the TIAGo Base UGV spawns in a warehouse’s corner.

The PX4-LIRS UAV is initially placed on a planar top surface of the UGV. As input data,

the UGV receives a set of goal points, which are located next to each warehouse rack. Each

goal point defines a position where the UGV should deliver the UAV in order to further

perform inventory of a particular rack. The UGV uses a predefined map of the warehouse
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(an example is shown in Fig. 5a) and global planner ROS package to determine a path to a

current goal point. After reaching the goal point, a ground station activates the UAV node.

The UAV flies vertically upwards (Fig. 6, on the right). During the flight, it scans RFID

tags and sends received data (tag ID and its height) to the UGV.33 These data are stored in

the TIAGo Base’s memory. The collected data is enough to determine each good’s location

in the warehouse. After the UAV reaches a height of 2m (which is set as a maximum rack

height of the model), it stays in the air for 20 seconds and then lands back on the UGV

top. After that, the UGV moves to the next point until all goal points are covered. Upon

accomplishing the task (all goals) the UGV returns to the starting point. The autonomous

inventory operation architecture is schematically depicted in Fig. 6, on the left. Since each

item of the warehouse has a unique RFID ID, multiple scans of the same RFID tag do not

decrease automatic inventory performance but on the contrary, increases its precision.

Fig. 6: Autonomous warehouse inventory operation architecture (left) and the UAV takeoff

and scanning of RFID tags at a goal point of the UGV (right).

5. Conclusions

This paper presented a warehouse Gazebo simulation that was constructed in accordance

with Government Standards of the Russian Federation and international standards. A sim-

plified Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) transmitter-receiver mechanism was imple-

mented in the Gazebo simulator. Its performance was successfully evaluated in a virtual

warehouse environment using a heterogeneous team of a TIAGo Base UGV and a PX4-

based UAV. Cooperative robots’ activities during the virtual experiments included UGV

autonomous mapping, localization and navigation, and UAV autonomous flight that uti-

lized the developed RFID receiver (UAV-attached sensor) and multiple transmitters (RFID

tags). The contribution of this paper is open-source and is available for a download from

the LIRS repository on the GitLab platform, for free use by the academic community:

https://gitlab.com/LIRS_Projects/Pixhawk-quadrotor-control.
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